
Coaching Day Matt Tite Oct 16

Concerns

not sure I know stuff

or I know stuff but maybe
not how to teach it

Im not an expert

time to do

want to give back as I
have been invested in

role play

4

want folk to speak the same language as me

How do I
communicate with

them

I am now supposed to tell
people what to do....

if I'm outside my comfort zone - I might
disappoint and "tell them off"

need to understand
the methodology

the teams don't have time to
move their project forward

thoughts - we need to set the
safety parameters early e.g.
role play, give them the team

handbook

Agenda 

NHS change model

were do you feel
most comfortable

why did you stand
were you stood

cos you think its
important or you're

really good at it

Commentary

rigorous delivery
is a challenge

challenges

spread of innovation

seems top down

first person in gets
all the credit

one size fits all
mentality

engagement from
waverley gate

methodology is not
"accepted" or "understood"

my idea is best - see the
super-chicken TED

rigorous delivery

juggling so many balls - we
do react do study react...

whats it the tool-boxDriver Diagrams

Subject matter
expertise

whats your best fit?

make the list of 8 items with some
expansion of what that means

EBD - involving pts and
staff in the design of their system

GSA and  Shaun Mayer

stories
team dynamics - the improvement team -

give them the Team handbook

playing to
strengthscreating the conditions that the

team are autonomous

consideration of not being the
project mx were that is NOT

needed (or vice-versa)

creative thinking 

use the marshmallows and
ferret cage as a primer

swiss army knife

leadership

both doing and
communicating with the hierachy

what are the key
components for

coaching

brainstorming on own
can they be put in
order - is it linear

demonstration of imp
methodologues

NHS change model

MFI

shewart langley

Matt Tite model

collaborative model
for celebration

milestone for coaching

project ID & Jurans
diagnostic journey

formal and informal ways to get from
General mission to specific aim

7 steps to measurement

6 sigma

Juran 

All the models are the
same - back to Shewhart

pursuit of perfection

Lean
its a way of working
not a methodology

Virginia mason

TPS & Demming

Creating a plan for
improvement  coaching

understanding the
team/context Coach

good working
relationships - build it

understand the terrain
using various data

Diagnosis

charter

mission/vision

tools

Time

suggestions for now

what does it look like

Team building

raising the role and
potential for the sponsor

Materials

single slide deck for project prep
and presentation team handbook

Listening

active

needs to give feedback to ensure that for
know they are being listened to

folk need listened to

then they are more
likely to listen


